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you go about your day. One day last summer, researchers from Microsoft Research and advertising firm NomiLin (which
works with Microsoft) tested out a system that uses a mix of artificial intelligence and facial recognition technology to
track how you move throughout the day. Using the cloud-based software, the researchers were able to track Microsoft

users as they walked around an urban environment while taking photographs. Using the software, NomiLin's researchers
were able to detect faces in photographs taken by the camera on a cell phone or a digital camera. Microsoft

Research/NomiLin At first, the software had trouble tracking certain faces. When the software did work, the researchers
could tell with over 90% accuracy what gender and age group the individual was in. In the video, the researchers can be

heard saying that they were able to track their subjects for 30 minutes — and even longer. In that time, the system
recorded the user's age, gender, identity and even appearance. In the long-term future, the researchers believe that the

system could be used for biometrics such as age, identity and gender. If the technology gets accepted by companies such
as Amazon, or other data brokers, its trackable and potentially even purchaseable. "Facial tracking is
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